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ABSTRACT

Context. Based on an initial expectation from laboratory measurements or instrument simulations, photometric passbands are
usually subject to refinements. These refinements use photometric observations of astronomical sources with known spectral energy
distribution.
Aims. This work investigates the methods for and limitations in determining passbands from photometric observations. A simple
general formalism for passband determinations from photometric measurements is derived. The results are applied to the passbands
of HIPPARCOS, Tycho, and Gaia DR1.
Methods. The problem of passband determination is formulated in a basic functional analytic framework. For the solution of the
resulting equations, functional principal component analysis is applied.
Results. We find that, given a set of calibration sources, the passband can be described with respect to the set of calibration sources as
the sum of two functions, one which is uniquely determined by the set of calibration sources, and one which is entirely unconstrained.
The constrained components for the HIPPARCOS, Tycho, and Gaia DR1 passbands are determined, and the unconstrained components
are estimated.
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1. Introduction

The full exploitation of photometric data sets requires the knowl-
edge of the passbands in which the photometric measurements
have been performed. These passbands result from a combina-
tion of different wavelength-dependent instrumental effects, such
as the quantum efficiencies of the detectors, the reflectivity or
transmissivity of optical elements in the telescope and instru-
ment, and the transmissivities of employed filters. From simula-
tions and laboratory measurements on individual components,
a prediction of the passband is usually possible. In operation
however, differences between the true passband and the ex-
pected one may occur. Such differences may be time-dependent,
resulting from ageing, contamination of optical surfaces, and
radiation effects (in particular for space-borne instruments).
For ground-based observations, the Earth’s atmosphere also
affects the passband. A re-evaluation of the passband is there-
fore desirable, based on the photometric measurement of as-
tronomical objects with known spectral energy distributions
(SEDs).

A frequently used approach to updating the passband with
respect to the initial expectation is to apply some modifications
to the initial passband estimate, such that a better agreement
of synthetic photometry and observed photometry for sources
with known SEDs is achieved. An early approach in refining
passbands was the use of linear combinations of different pass-
bands (Johnson 1952). In this work, we follow a more systematic
approach to the problem of passband determination. First, we

? Table 2 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/615/A24.

investigate the principal possibilities and restrictions in con-
straining a passband from photometric observations of sources
with known SEDs (the calibration sources). Based on the results,
we can derive criteria for an optimal selection of calibration
sources, and answer the question of how to optimally modify
the initial passband. Furthermore, we discuss the effects of un-
certainties in the observational photometry and in the SEDs of
the calibration sources.

We apply the theoretical results derived in this work to
four different space-based photometric systems. These are the
HIPPARCOS (Perryman et al. 1997) and two Tycho-2 (Høg et al.
2000) datasets, and the Gaia data release 1 (Gaia DR 1,
Gaia Collaboration 2016b). These photometric data sets are in-
teresting for both their large contents and their accuracy. The
HIPPARCOS catalogue (ESA 1997) comprises more than 105

sources, while the Tycho-2 catalogue, also derived from the
HIPPARCOS mission, includes about 2.5 × 106 objects. The first
data release of the Gaia mission contains over 109 sources
(Gaia Collaboration 2016a). Benefitting from stable observing
conditions in space, these missions reach photometric accura-
cies down to the milli-magnitude level in one passband for the
HIPPARCOS catalogue (labeled Hp in the following), somewhat
lower accuracies in two passbands for the Tycho-2 catalogue (la-
beled BT and VT in the following), and again a higher accuracy
in one passband for the Gaia DR1 (labelled G in the following).

For HIPPARCOS and Tycho, passband estimates have been
provided by ESA (1997), already improved from on-ground
calibrations using observations of standard stars. Further re-
calibrations have been provided in the past (Bessell 2000;
Bessell & Murphy 2012). For Gaia DR1, Jordi et al. (2010) pro-
vide a pre-launch expectation for the G passband, which has
been improved by Maíz Apellániz (2017).
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In this work, we formulate the problem in a basic functional
analytic framework in Sect. 2. A functional analytic approach
has already been applied in photometry to the problem of pho-
tometric transformations and passband design by Young (1994).
It was demonstrated there that, in exchange for the somewhat
higher level of abstraction, one obtains an elegant mathematical
formulation and deeper insights into the photometric problems.
By using a functional analytic approach in the problem of pass-
band reconstruction, we can take advantage of the vector proper-
ties of the functions involved (i.e. the SEDs and passbands), and
derive simple results on the passbands, the limits in determin-
ing the passbands, and criteria for selecting optimal calibration
sources (Sect. 3). To make the results suitable for practical pur-
poses, we introduce functional principal component techniques
to the SEDs (Sect. 4) and the corresponding propagation of un-
certainties (Sect. 5). Equipped with these tools, we then deter-
mine the passbands for the HIPPARCOS photometry, the Tycho BT
and VT photometry, and the Gaia DR1 photometry in Sect. 6. We
then compare our results with previously published passbands
(Sect. 7), discuss practical means for handling systematic errors
resulting from the choice of the calibration sources (Sect. 8), and
derive the zero points of the passbands (Sect. 9). Finally, we dis-
cuss the choice of wavelength resolution for practical purposes
(Sect. 10), before closing this work with a summary and discus-
sion (Sect. 11).

2. Formulation of the problem
In this work, we perform all computations in terms of pho-
ton counts. The SED we specify in terms of photons per unit
of time, area, and wavelength. Thus, more accurately, we are
referring to the spectral photon distribution (SPD), rather than to
the SED. The SED can be converted to the SPD, denoted s(λ), in
units of photons per units of time, area, and wavelength by mul-
tiplication with the energy of a photon, that is hc/λ; h being the
Planck constant and c the speed of light. We understand the pass-
band as the fraction of incoming photons detected by the instru-
ment, as a function of wavelength. This definition corresponds
to what is usually called the photon response curve, which may
be normalised with respect to its maximum value. We take the
photometric observation not specified as a magnitude, but as a
counting rate, that is, photons (or, rather, photo-electrons) per
unit of time and area. Such an approach is closer to the actual
measured quantity of a photon counting detector such as a CCD,
and simplifies the computations in this work. For the transforma-
tion between photon count rates and magnitudes m we assume a
relation

m = −2.5 log (c̄) + zp, (1)

with c̄ being the weighted mean photon counts per unit of time
and area in a passband p(λ), and zp the zero point for the pass-
band used. c̄ is related to the passband via

c̄ =

∫ ∞
0 p(λ) · s(λ) dλ∫ ∞

0 p(λ) dλ
. (2)

As the denominator in this equation can also be absorbed in the
zero point, its value is not relevant in this definition. We note
that the definition of the magnitude according to Eq. (1) is not
equivalent to the definition of the magnitude in terms of mean
energy flux within the passband, f̄ . For f̄ , one obtains

f̄ =

∫ ∞
0 p(λ) · s(λ) · hc/λ dλ∫ ∞

0 p(λ) dλ
, (3)

and there can be no general relationship holding between the
integral expressions in the numerators of Eqs. (2) and (3)1.
After these preliminaries, we proceed to the problem of passband
determination.

Allowing p(λ) to be some passband, we consider a wave-
length interval I = [λ0, λ1], such that we can a priori assume
p(λ) to be identical to zero everywhere outside the interval I.
Assuming that for N astronomical sources, photometric obser-
vations (i.e. values for the number of photons per unit of time
and area) ci, i = 1, . . . ,N, in the passband p(λ) are available, as
well as the SPDs of the N sources over the interval I, denoted
si(λ), i = 1, . . . ,N, we obtain

ci =

λ1∫
λ0

p(λ) si(λ) dλ , i = 1, . . . ,N. (4)

We are concerned in determining p(λ) from the set of N calibra-
tion sources. Now we observe that the SPDs si(λ), as well as the
passband p(λ), are square integrable functions over the interval
I, that is,

λ1∫
λ0

[ si(λ) ]2 dλ < ∞, (5)

for any source i, and an analogous expression holds for p(λ).
Actually, SPDs and passbands have to satisfy even stronger re-
quirements than square integrability, as for physical reasons,
these functions have to be non-negative and bound. The square
integrability however allows us to make use of the fact that the
set of all square integrable functions on the interval I form a vec-
tor space with an inner product, which is the Hilbert space L2(I)
over the field of real numbers. The inner product of this vector
space is given by

〈sk |sl〉 :=

λ1∫
λ0

sk(λ) · sl(λ) dλ, (6)

sk(λ), sl(λ) ∈ L2(I). The reader not familiar with the concept
of considering functions as vectors in a vector space of func-
tions may find it useful to think of it in the same way as of
the familiar vectors in a Euclidian vector space. This analogy
is justified by the fact that Euclidian spaces, such as, say R3,
are also realisations of Hilbert spaces, differing from the Hilbert
spaces of functions mainly in the fact that the latter are in-
finitely dimensional, while the more “typical” vector spaces
have finite dimensionality. A wide-reaching one-to-one corre-
spondence between Euclidian spaces and the Hilbert space of
square-integrable functions is obtained by replacing the typical
vectors of Euclidian space with square-integrable functions, and
the standard dot product of Euclidian space, r1 · r2 with the ex-
pression given by Eq. (6). Subsequently, just as a vector inR3 can
be developed as a sum of basis vectors, r = x · e1 + y · e2 + z · e3,
a function f (λ) can be developed in a (infinite) sum of basis
functions, f (λ) =

∑∞
i=0 ai · ϕi(λ). The basis vectors of R3 are

conveniently chosen to be orthonormal, that is, satisfying the
condition ei · e j = δi, j. In the same way, the basis func-
tions may for convenience be chosen to be orthonormal, by

1 This is sometimes stated otherwise, e.g. in Eq. (A13) of
Bessell & Murphy (2012). There, the reason is the erroneous appear-
ance of the function S ′ = R(λ)σ(λ) instead of R(λ)η(λ) in Eq. (A11).
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satisfying the corresponding condition 〈ϕi |ϕ j〉 = δi, j. The length
of a vector in R3 (or, more precisely, its l2−norm) is given by
||r||2 =

√
r · r, and, analogously, the “length” of a function f (λ)

(i.e. its l2−norm) is || f ||2 =
√
〈 f | f 〉. The angle β between two

vectors in R3 is given by cos(β) = r1 · r2 · ||r1||
−1
2 · ||r2||

−1
2 ,

and in analogy the angle between two functions is given by
cos(β) = 〈 f1 | f2〉 · || f1||−1

2 · || f2||
−1
2 . The familiar concept of Eu-

clidian vectors thus allows for a good intuitive understanding of
vector spaces of square-integrable functions. For introductions
to functional analysis, the reader is referred to the rich supply of
textbooks, for example, the relatively application-oriented works
by Milne (1980) or Zeidler (1995). Using this mathematical for-
malism, in the following we formulate the problem of finding a
passband p(λ) as a problem of vector calculus.

The N SEDs si(λ) span a M−dimensional subspace ofL2(I),
with 1 ≤ M ≤ N. The extreme case M = 1 holds if all N sources
have identical shapes in their SPDs, and only differ in brightness.
The case M = N holds if all N SPDs are linearly independent,
that is, no si(λ) can be expressed as a linear combination of the
N−1 other SPDs. We assume M to be known here, and postpone
the question of how to determine this number in practice until
Sect. 4.2.

For the M−dimensional subspace, a set of M basis functions,
ϕ j(λ) j = 1, . . . ,M, exists, such that each si(λ) can be expressed
as a linear combination of the basis functions, and the basis
functions are satisfying the orthonormality condition

〈ϕk |ϕl〉 = δkl , k, l = 1, . . . ,M, (7)

with δkl denoting the Kronecker delta. We discuss the question of
how to find such an orthonormal basis for the subspace spanned
by the N SPDs in Sect. 4, and assume here that we already
have available the set of M basis functions, ϕ j(λ). Then we can
express each of the N SPDs by a linear combination of the basis
functions, that is,

si(λ) =

M∑
j=1

ai j · ϕ j(λ) , i = 1, . . . ,N. (8)

Combining the last equation with Eq. (4), we obtain

ci =

M∑
j=1

ai j ·

λ1∫
λ0

p(λ)ϕ j(λ) dλ ≡
M∑
j=1

ai j p j , i = 1, . . . ,N, (9)

with

p j = 〈p|ϕ j〉. (10)

We can express the last equation more compactly as a matrix
equation, writing the N values ci as an N × 1 vector c, the values
of all ai j as a N ×M matrix A, and the M integral expressions p j
as the M × 1 vector p,
c = A p. (11)

Now we observe that for an orthonormal basis, the elements of p
are the coefficients of the passband p(λ), developed in the basis
functions ϕ j(λ), j = 1, . . . ,M. Thus, by knowing c and A, we
can solve Eq. (11) for the development of the passband in the ba-
sis functions that represent the SPDs available for the passband
calibration. For this development of p(λ) in the basis ϕ j(λ), we
write p‖(λ),

p‖(λ) =

M∑
j=1

p j · ϕ j(λ). (12)

The function p‖(λ) will in general not be identical with the pass-
band p(λ). To make p‖(λ) identical to p(λ), it would be necessary
for the subspace of L2(I) spanned by the N calibration spectra
to contain p(λ) entirely; that is to say, for deriving the passband
p(λ) from the photometry of N sources with known SPDs, it has
to be possible that p(λ) can be expressed as a linear combination
of the N SPDs si(λ), i = 1, . . . ,N. In general, this will not be
the case. Since a photometric passband as a function of wave-
length and astronomical SPDs are physically independent, one
may not expect that among astronomical sources there exists any
set of objects whose SPDs allow to represent some passband by
linear combinations. As a consequence, the problem of recon-
structing a passband from observations of astronomical sources
with known SPDs is fundamentally limited to p‖(λ), which we
call the parallel component in the remainder of this work, leaving
the freedom of adding an orthogonal component, p⊥(λ). This or-
thogonal component fulfils orthogonality conditions with respect
to all calibration sources,

〈p⊥|si〉 = 0 , i = 1, . . . ,N. (13)

These orthogonality conditions imply that the orthogonal com-
ponent of the passband is not contributing to the photometry of
any calibration source. So we write for the passband

p(λ) = p‖(λ) + p⊥(λ), (14)

where the parallel component is uniquely constrained by the
available set of calibration sources and can be found by solv-
ing the system of linear equations (Eq. (11)) for the vector p,
and where the orthogonal component is fully unconstrained by
the calibration sources. The fact that p⊥(λ) is unconstrained
by the calibration sources is a fundamental limitation in the
determination of the passband p, introduced by the choice of
the calibration sources. This component can only be guessed if
the “full” passband p is to be determined. This guessing can ei-
ther be made explicit (as done in the remainder of this work) or
implicit (if an initial passband guess is simply deformed in some
way to obtain better agreement between observed and synthetic
photometry).

An important difference between the parallel component
p‖(λ) and the passband p(λ) arises from the physical constraints
on p(λ). The passband has to be a non-negative function of wave-
length, and as quantum efficiencies, mirror reflectivity, and fil-
ter transmissions tend to be rather smooth functions of wave-
length, so does the resulting passband. “Smooth” in this work is
understood in an intuitive way, meaning “without overly strong
fluctuations on small scales”, and not meant in any strict mathe-
matical sense. p‖(λ), and also p⊥(λ), however, do not have to ful-
fil these constraints individually, and in general they actually do
not fulfil them. Smoothness and non-negativity apply only to the
“full” passband p(λ), that is, the sum of the parallel and orthogo-
nal components. With p‖(λ) determined by solving Eq. (11), the
choice of p⊥(λ) is thus limited by the requirements of smooth-
ness and non-negativity to the sum p(λ) = p‖(λ) + p⊥(λ). We
discuss the relevance of the orthogonal component, and meth-
ods for guessing, in more detail in the following section.

3. Unconstrained passband component

As the orthogonal component of the passband, p⊥(λ), is by con-
struction not contributing to the photometry of the calibration
sources, the choice made for p⊥(λ) is irrelevant for computing
synthetic photometry of the calibration sources. And, as a con-
sequence, it is also irrelevant for the synthetic photometry for all
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SPDs that can be expressed as a linear combination of the SPDs
of the calibration sources. Such sources have SPDs that lie en-
tirely in the subspace of L2(I) that is spanned by the N calibra-
tion sources. It may however be of interest to obtain synthetic
photometry for sources with SPDs that have non-negligible
components outside the subspace spanned by the SPDs of the
calibration sources, that is, sources whose SPDs cannot be well
expressed as a linear combination of the N SPDs of the calibra-
tion sources. The synthetic photometry of these sources depends
on the choice for p⊥(λ), and as this component of the passband
can only be guessed, the synthetic photometry becomes subject
to systematic errors in the realistic case of an imperfect guess for
p⊥(λ).

From these considerations, we may derive a criterion for a
good choice of calibration sources in passband determination:
The calibration sources are ideally chosen in such a way that
the SPDs of the sources for which synthetic photometry is desir-
able can be expressed as a linear combination of the SPDs of the
calibration sources. By doing so, systematic uncertainties result-
ing from ambiguities in the passband solution are minimised. In
practice, this criterion can of course be met only imperfectly.

We now focus on the problem of obtaining an estimate for
p⊥(λ). In principle, an orthonormal basis for the function space
orthogonal to the set of calibration SPDs can be constructed eas-
ily by embedding the calibration SPDs in a higher-dimensional
space. First, the empirical basis functions ϕk(λ) are developed in
a set of standard basis functions. A good choice are orthogonal
systems of functions that are easily generated, such as Legen-
dre polynomials. Functions which additionally provide simple
analytic relations for the computation of their integrals make
a particularly suitable choice, as they may simplify numerical
computations. For this work, we found Hermite functions to be a
useful way of changing from the empirical basis functions ϕ j(λ)
derived from the observed SPDs to a mathematically more con-
venient representation. As Hermite functions are an orthogonal
basis system on R instead of a finite interval, these functions re-
quire a continuation of the relevant functions with zero outside
the considered interval. As a benefit, Hermite functions provide
a set of basis functions which all converge to zero for arguments
with sufficiently large absolute value, ideal for representing func-
tions that, like passbands, are expected to smoothly approach
zero for sufficiently large and small wavelengths. Hermite
functions come with convenient recurrence relations for inte-
gral expressions, as discussed later. Additionally, the represen-
tation of the basis functions as a linear combination of functions
that are, in a strictly mathematical sense, orthonormal, simpli-
fies computations and maintains orthonormality by working in
the coordinate space only.

After the M basis functions ϕ j(λ), j = 1, . . . ,M are de-
veloped with sufficient precision in L basis functions, usually
with L�M, and thus embedded in a higher-dimensional space,
a singular value decomposition of the resulting M × L co-
efficient matrix allows to separate M linear combinations of
the L basis functions representing (approximately) the basis
functions ϕ j(λ), and L − M linear combinations of the standard
basis functions that provide a orthonormal basis for an orthogo-
nal space. Any linear combination of the L − M basis functions
orthogonal to the basis functions ϕ j(λ) may be added to the par-
allel passband component without affecting the photometry of
the calibration sources. As a linear combination of the L stan-
dard basis functions allows for a non-negative and smooth linear
combination, an orthogonal passband component exists that sat-
isfies the physical constraints in the passband when added to the
parallel component.

Finding such a linear combination in practice however is
troublesome, as introducing smoothness conditions results in
a very high-dimensional non-linear optimisation problem. It is
therefore desirable to restrict the variety of potential orthogo-
nal passband components in exchange for finding only solu-
tions that by construction satisfy the smoothness requirements.
A way of doing so is introducing a smooth modification of an
initial guess for the passband. Such an approach has been fol-
lowed in previous works (Bessell 2000; Bessell & Murphy 2012;
Mann & von Braun 2015; Maíz Apellániz 2017, among others).
In the light of this work, however, the methods for modifying the
initial guess for the passband are restricted by the requirement
that it must be possible to modify the initial guess in such a way
that the projection of the modified passband onto the subspace of
L2(I) spanned by the calibration sources can meet the solution for
p‖(λ) obtained by solving Eq. (11). To achieve this, we assume an
a-priori passband which is to be approximated, pini(λ), and use a
linear multiplicative model for modifying this initial passband,
that is, for the passband p we are looking for we write

p(λ) =

 K−1∑
k=0

αk φk(λ)

 · pini(λ). (15)

If the functions φk(λ) are chosen to be smooth, and the initial
passband pini(λ) is smooth as well, then the resulting passband
p(λ) is smooth. Now we introduce the constraint that the func-
tion p(λ) should have a certain parallel component p‖(λ) ob-
tained from solving Eq. (11), by using Eq. (10). Putting Eq. (15)
into Eq. (10), we obtain

p j =

〈 K−1∑
k=0

αk φk(λ)

 · pini |ϕ j

〉
. (16)

From this equation, using all j = 1, . . . ,M, we obtain a matrix
equation

p = Mα, (17)

with p from Eq. (11), the K elements vector α containing the
coefficients αk of the multiplicative modification model, and an
M × K matrix M, with

Mn,m = 〈φm pini |ϕn〉. (18)

Thus, given some initial passband pini(λ) and choosing some lin-
ear modification model φk, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, from computing
the matrix M we can immediately see if a solution p(λ) exists
that satisfies our constraints on p‖(λ), and if this modification is
unique. The coefficients for this modified passband, α, are ob-
tained from solving Eq. (17).

We will consider two useful aspects of finding a passband
p(λ) from modifying an initial passband pini(λ) under the con-
straint on the parallel component p‖. First, we may choose
K > M, that is, using more free parameters to modify the initial
passband than we have constraints by the parallel component.
In this case, the linear system of Eq. (17) becomes underdeter-
mined. If we determine a basis of the K − M-dimensional null
space of the matrix M, we can add any linear combination of
this basis to the coefficient vector α, and obtain a modified ini-
tial passband that satisfies the constraint on p‖(λ). In this way, we
easily introduce some free tuning parameters that can be used to
make the solution for p(λ) non-negative, should the exact so-
lution not be so, or to tune the passband solution p(λ) more to
our a-priori knowledge or prejudice on what the passband should
look like.
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Second, the coefficients for the parallel component, p, are
affected by typically considerable errors. Fixing p exactly to the
least squares solution of Eq. (11) however may not be optimal.
The solution of Eq. (17) has to balance out the fine structure in
the parallel component of the passband delicately, and a slight
change in p, within the uncertainties resulting from Eq. (11),
may result in a solution of p(λ) that is much closer to the de-
sired initial passband, but with a minute decrease in the good-
ness of fit in Eq. (11). To take this possibility into account, we
may compute the formal variance-covariance matrix on p from
Eq. (11), and then draw multivariate normally distributed ran-
dom vectors pr from that variance-covariance matrix. For each
random sample pr, one solves Eq. (17) for the passband p(λ).
From a number of random samples, one can choose the solution
that is non-negative and closest (in an l2-sense) to pini(λ). This
random sampling approach might be brute, but as the numerical
effort involved is small, the range of parallel passband compo-
nents within the uncertainty boundaries of the exact solution p is
easily well sampled.

In this work, we use a polynomial modification model, that
is, φk = λk, as a convenient but eventually arbitrary choice. As
we use a development of the basis functions ϕ j, as well as of the
initial passband pini(λ), in Hermite functions, this polynomial
modification model allows us to use the orthonormality and the
relation

x ϕ̄n(x) =

√
n
2
ϕ̄n−1(x) +

√
n + 1

2
ϕ̄n+1(x), (19)

for Hermite functions ϕ̄n iteratively to compute the integrals
〈φm pini |ϕn〉 analytically.

We use both the random sampling approach and the null
space method to adjust the passband solutions to the initial pass-
bands and obtain what we consider to be the preferable solution
for the HIPPARCOS, Tycho, and Gaia DR1 passbands, as discussed
in more detail in Sect. 6.

4. Basis functions

Until now, we have assumed the basis functions ϕ j(λ),
j = 1, . . . ,M, and the number of basis functions, M, to be
known. In the following, we discuss the construction of the ba-
sis functions, and a practical choice for the number of basis
functions.

4.1. Construction of basis functions

Given a set of N SPDs defined on the wavelength interval I,
an orthonormal basis for these SPDs can be constructed using
functional principal component analysis (Ramsay & Silverman
2006). In this approach, each SPD is represented by a truncated
Karhunen–Loève (KL) representation,

si(λ) = µ(λ) +

M∑
j=1

ξi, j · ϕ j(λ). (20)

Here, µ(λ) is the mean function derived from all calibration
sources. The functions ϕ j(λ) are the eigenfunctions of the co-
variance operator, and as such they fulfil orthonormality. The
coefficients ξi, j, usually called the scores of the function si(λ),
provide the development of the calibration source i in the basis
functions ϕ j, j = 1, . . . ,M.

In practice, the SPDs of the calibration sources are usually
available in tabulated form, specifying the fluxes at a number of

discrete wavelength points. We may consider the possibility of a
number of complications that happen to occur in practice. These
complications are:

– The wavelength sampling not being identical for all calibra-
tion sources.

– The wavelength sampling changing within a spectrum.
– The wavelength sampling being non-linear.
– Missing values or even gaps within a tabulated SPD.
– The sampled flux values of the SPD are affected by random

noise.
To account for such circumstances when estimating µ(λ) and the
ϕ j(λ), we follow the approach developed by Yao et al. (2005).

For applying the methods outlined in previous sections for
the determination of passbands for HIPPARCOS, Tycho, and Gaia,
we require a set of calibration sources with known SPDs over
the whole wavelength range where the passbands have to be as-
sumed non-zero. The set of calibration sources should be ho-
mogeneous in wavelength resolution. We use spectra from the
Next Generation Spectral Library (NGSL; Heap & Lindler 2016)
Version-2, for this purpose. The spectra were taken with the
STIS spectrograph onboard the Hubble Space Telescope, and
they cover the wavelength range from the ultraviolet to about
1030 nm. On the wavelength interval of interest to this work, from
290 nm upwards, the spectra were obtained with two different
gratings, meeting at about 565 nm. The spectral resolving power
of these spectra ranges from about 530 to 1170 (Heap & Lindler
2016). The influence of the wavelength resolution on the results
of this work is discussed in more detail in Sect. 10.

All spectra in the NGSL with HIPPARCOS, Tycho, or Gaia
DR1 measurements were selected. Stars that were indicated as
variable either in the Simbad data base or in the HIPPARCOS
catalogue were excluded from the use as calibration sources.
Furthermore, a few sources which were clearly outliers in the
synthetic photometry were also excluded. As an additional crite-
rion, sources fainter than 10.5 mag in Hp and VT, and fainter
than 11.5 mag in BT were excluded from the determination
of the HIPPARCOS and Tycho passbands, as we found indica-
tions of systematic trends in the HIPPARCOS and Tycho-2 pho-
tometry for larger magnitudes. Finally, the sets of calibration
sources include N = 210 stars for Tycho B and V passbands,
N = 206 stars for the HIPPARCOS passband, and N = 124
stars for Gaia DR1 passband. For the calibration of the Gaia
data, a particular, optimised set of calibration sources has been
developed by Pancino et al. (2012), and used internally by the
Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium. As the SEDs
of this calibration set are not publicly available at this point, we
restrict the calibration of the G passband to the NGSL spectra.

Another suitable set of calibration spectra are the CALSPEC
sources (Bohlin et al. 2017). The number of CALSPEC spec-
tra of sources sufficiently bright for a calibration of Hp and the
Tycho passbands is however small compared to the number of
NGSL spectra available, and these CALSPEC sources cover es-
sentially the same spectral types as the NGSL data set does. A
larger number of CALSPEC sources could be added for the cal-
ibration of the G passband. The fainter CALSPEC sources also
include two M-type stars, a spectral class absent in the NGSL
set of calibration sources used in this work, and which could
provide an extension of the subspace spanned by the calibration
sources. However, as is discussed in Sect. 6.4, we found indica-
tions for a systematic trend in the G magnitude, which makes an
extension of the magnitude range of the calibration sources for
the G passband problematic. In particular, including additional
spectral types only in a different magnitude range might result
in systematic distortions of the passband, rather than improving
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Fig. 1. Mean function µ(λ) and first five eigenfunctions ϕk(λ),
k = 1, . . . , 5, for the 124 calibration sources we use here for the Gaia
passband.

it. We therefore rather restrict this work to a homogeneous set of
calibration sources, using only NGSL spectra. The sets of cali-
bration sources used in this work contain stars of spectral types
O, B, A, F, G, and K.

The wavelength range covered by the NGSL spectra, reach-
ing up to 1030 nm, includes the transmission ranges of the
Hp, BT , and VT passbands. Only the G passband is expected
to be non-zero at wavelengths larger than 1030 nm. We there-
fore expand the wavelength range up to 1100 nm by fitting
the NGSL spectra with a linear combination of BaSeL spectra
(Lejeune et al. 1997) similar to the NGSL spectrum, and using
the obtained fit as an extrapolation from 1030 nm up to 1100 nm.
This procedure is clearly a crude estimate for the continuation of
the spectra. But as the G passband is already very close to zero
at the wavelengths for which the spectra have to be extrapolated,
such a simplistic extension of the spectra will suffice.

Figure 1 shows the mean function µ and the first five
eigenfunctions, ϕk, k = 1, . . . , 5, for the case of the calibra-
tion set for Gaia DR1, computed over the wavelength interval
I = [300, 1100] nm, as an example for the procedure outlined
here. It should be noted that all the shown functions have a purely

descriptive character for the set of SPDs used, and must not be
interpreted in physical terms. Typical features of the eigende-
composition can be noted, such that the lower eigenfunctions
tend to be smoother, representing more general trends in the
SPDs, while with increasing number, the eigenfunctions become
more complex in structure, adding more details in wavelength
to the linear combination of eigenfunctions. As we are inter-
ested only in representing the SPDs of the calibration set by a
set of orthonormal functions, we orthonormalise the mean func-
tion with respect to the eigenfunctions, and add the result to the
set of basis functions. The wavelength interval may be adjusted
to the expected range of sensitivity for other passbands, resulting
in bases covering different, narrower intervals in wavelength for
Hp, BT , and VT .

4.2. Fixing the number of basis functions

Until now, we have considered the number of basis functions,
M, to be known. In practice, this number is not clearly defined,
as any set of N basis functions will not be described exactly by a
set of basis functions less than N (the noise alone prevents this).
When representing a set of SPDs with an empirical basis, we
observe rather a better and better approximation to all SPDs in
the set with increasing number of basis functions used, but the
improvements in approximations become smaller and smaller.
At some point, one may consider the use of further basis func-
tions to be irrelevant, as they will start to approximate the noise
in the empirical SPDs. Furthermore, even if the improvement in
the representation of the SPDs is still significant, considering the
uncertainties on the SPDs, it may however already be insignifi-
cant for calculating photometry, considering the uncertainties in
photometry. This is caused by the low sensitivity of a weighted
integral over SPDs with respect to small-scale variations in the
SPD.

A simple approach for determining the number of basis func-
tions would therefore be to add basis functions until the level
of residuals is statistically in good agreement with the level of
residuals expected from the uncertainties on the data used. The
good agreement can be judged by a statistical test, provided that
a reliable error model is available. As discussed in detail in the
following section, for this work, however, we have to expect a
significant impact of the uncertainties on the SPDs on the resid-
uals in passband determination, without having a quantitatively
reliable error model for the SPDs available. We therefore have
to estimate the value for M in this work, by adding more ba-
sis functions and considering the increase in the formal error on
the coefficient for the added basis function, the overall decrease
in the goodness of fit parameter (i.e. χ2 in this work), and the
distribution of residuals. If the formal errors on the coefficients
start to strongly increase, then the improvement in the overall
goodness of fit becomes very small, and the residuals begin to
change only for one or very few stars in the calibration set, and
we assume that the additional basis function is no longer well
constrained. In this case, further improvements in the goodness
of fit are achieved only by adjusting to features that are particular
to individual stars, and therefore probably spurious. By doing so,
we finally consider the use of M = 4 for Hp and BT , and M = 3
for VT and G, to be reasonable choices for the number of basis
functions.

5. Effects of uncertainties

When solving Eq. (11) for the parallel component of the pass-
band, we have to consider different effects of uncertainties. First,
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we have errors on the observed photometry, that is, on the
vector c. When working with photometric observations which
reach very low errors, we may also have to consider the effect of
uncertainties on the SPDs used for determining the passband,
that is, errors on the matrix A in Eq. (11). The uncertainties in
the SPDs are assumed to consist of two contributions: an error
in the absolute flux level, and an error in the shape of the SPDs.
In the following, we discuss the different kinds of uncertainties
in more detail.

5.1. Error in observed photometry

For the errors on the observed photometry, one may assume sta-
tistical independence between different sources and passbands.
Quantitative estimates for the errors are available for all photo-
metric measurements used in this work. These photometric mea-
surements cover a wide range of magnitudes, resulting in very
different signal-to-noise ratios. Furthermore, for Gaia, the num-
ber of observations for each source also varies strongly, again
resulting in very different signal-to-noise ratios. A weighting
of the measurements with the error would therefore result in a
few bright and/or frequently observed stars dominating the pass-
band determination, thus reducing the coverage of spectral types.
As the random error on the photometric measurements are, as
discussed in the following sub-sections, in many cases not the
dominant source of uncertainty in the passband determination,
a weighting with the photometric error would be an unsuitable
strategy. Instead, we neglect this error and apply the same rela-
tive weight to each photometric data point.

5.2. Error in flux level

The error on the absolute flux level of a spectrum is typically in
the order of a few percent. In the case of the NGSL, this uncer-
tainty was estimated to about 2 to 3% by Heap & Lindler (2016).
This uncertainty is therefore dominant when considering pho-
tometric measurements with milli-magnitude precision. The un-
certainty in the flux level affects all synthetic photometry derived
from a given SPDs in the same way, that is, it results in the same
relative error in the synthetic photometry in all passbands, with
a correlation of +1 between passbands. As a consequence, this
uncertainty cancels out in first order when computing the ratio of
the synthetic photometry of the same SPD in two different pass-
bands. We write f = c1/c2 for this ratio, and obtain for the error
in f

σ2
f ≈ J Σc JT = 0. (21)

Here, J denotes the Jacobian of the function f , and Σc is the
variance-covariance matrix for the photometry c1 and c2, in two
passbands, describing the error in the absolute flux level. With
the same relative error σ on c1 and c2, and a correlation coeffi-
cient ρ = 1, this matrix is given by

Σc = σ2
(

c2
1 c1 c2

c1 c2 c2
2

)
. (22)

The validity of Eq. (21) can be seen by simply inserting the
expressions for f and Σc. As far as the error in the absolute
flux level is concerned, we are thus able to predict the ratio
between the synthetic photometry in different passbands with
higher relative accuracy than the synthetic photometry itself. As
demonstrated in Sect. 6, we indeed obtain relative residuals on
a level even slightly less than 2% for the most accurate photom-
etry, with a strong positive correlation between passbands, and

significantly lower relative error on the ratios of fluxes in
different passbands.

5.3. Theoretical treatment of errors in the shape of spectral
photon distributions

We now consider possible errors in the shape of SPDs. Un-
certainties in wavelength calibration, response function, or, for
ground-based observations, in the atmospheric extinction cor-
rection may introduce systematic differences between the SPD
as derived from spectroscopic observations, and the true SPD.
When computing integral expressions over the SPD, such as
synthetic photometry, such systematic differences can be ampli-
fied depending on the scales of the deviation and the weighting
function, that is, the passband, used in the integration. A con-
venient way for quantifying such uncertainties in shape of the
SPD, and for propagating the uncertainties into inner products
with the SPD, is again the use of functional principal compo-
nent analysis. The approach is similar to the approach we were
using for the construction of the basis functions in Sect. 4, but
follows a different intention here. Assuming we have a number
of measured SPDs of the same source available (and the source
is stable in time), we can interpret the different observed SPDs
as random realisations of the true SPD. For this random process
we can again use the Karhunen–Loève representation given by
Eq. (20). Different from Sect. 4, where we were interested only
in the eigenfunctions ϕ j(λ) as a convenient way for representing
a set of functions, we now make use of the fact that for a random
process, the scores ξ j in Eq. (20) are uncorrelated random vari-
ables with a variance given by the eigenvalues νk corresponding
to the kth eigenfunction ϕk(λ). We thus derive the mean func-
tion µ(λ) from all observations of the SPD of the same source
as the best estimate for the true SPD, and quantify the uncer-
tainty on the mean function by a finite series of eigenfunctions
ϕ j(λ), j = 1, . . . , J, where the contribution of each eigenfunc-
tion is a random variable with variance ν j. From this, we can
compute the error on any inner product with the SPD. To do
so, it is necessary to assume some probability density distribu-
tion for the random variables determining the contribution from
each eigenfunction, as the Karhunen–Loève theorem constraints
only the variances of these random variables, and guarantees
they are uncorrelated. It makes however no further statement
about their probability distribution. Without any better infor-
mation, we make the usual assumption of normal distributions
here.

For an inner product y of some function p(λ) with the SPD
s(λ), we thus obtain

y = 〈p | s〉 = 〈p | µ〉 +
J∑

j=1

ξ j · 〈p |ϕ j〉, (23)

with ξ j being independently normally distributed random vari-
ables with variances ν j. The variance of y is thus given
by

σ2
y =

J∑
j=1

ν j · 〈p |ϕ j〉
2. (24)

We now consider the case where we derive a number of n differ-
ent inner products with the same SPD, yi = 〈pi | s〉, i = 1, . . . , n.
We write the yi as an n × 1 matrix y. We write the inner prod-
ucts with the eigenfunctions, 〈pi |ϕ j〉, as an n × J matrix P. We
then obtain for the variance-covariance matrix of y, named Σy,
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the expression

Σy = P Σν PT, (25)

where Σν := diag(ν j), the diagonal matrix containing the J eigen-
values. Thus, making use of the Karhunen–Loève formalism,
we can derive the variances of the inner product, as well as
the correlations with other inner products. If the function p(λ)
represents a passband, this corresponds to estimating the vari-
ance of the integrated photometry, as well as the correlation
between the errors of the integrated photometry in different
passbands.

5.4. Estimates for the error on the shape of SPDs

To illustrate the results in practice, we require a number of inde-
pendent observations of SEDs of the same sources. To find these,
we select from the set of NGSL calibration sources the ones
which are also included in other spectral libraries. The libraries
considered here are the MILES library (Falcón-Barroso et al.
2011), the Stelib library (Le Borgne et al. 2003), the X-shooter
library (Chen et al. 2014), and the Indo-US library (Valdes et al.
2004). We selected 13 stars which are included in four out of
these five spectral libraries, and use the four independent deter-
minations of the SPDs of each of these stars as the basis for
determining the uncertainty in the shape of the SPDs. Four mea-
surements of the SPD per source is a rather small data base for
reliably estimating the uncertainty in the shape. However, for
illustration of the principle and an estimate of the order of mag-
nitude of the effects of uncertainties in shape, it will suffice.

As the five spectral libraries used provide spectra with differ-
ent spectral resolution, we first adapt the wavelength resolution
to the library with the lowest one, which is NGSL. To do so,
SPDs from each library are convolved with a Gaussian and the
shape of lines in a SPD is compared with the shape of the same
line in the NGSL library. The width of the Gaussian is adapted
until a visually good agreement in line width is achieved. This
process is done for many lines at different wavelengths, and the
resulting Gaussian widths as a function of wavelength have been
fitted with polynomials (separately for each wavelength range in
the NGSL spectra covered by a particular grating). Finally, all
SPDs are convolved with a Gaussian with variable widths, ac-
cording to the fitting done for each library. The result is a fairly
good agreement of the spectral resolution of all spectra from all
libraries over the entire wavelength range common to all five
libraries.

For the MILES spectral library, no absolute flux calibration is
available. Furthermore, the precision of the absolute flux calibra-
tion for the different spectral libraries is different. We therefore
normalise all spectra to unit flux over the common wavelength
range before applying the KL decomposition. Using this normal-
isation with respect to the l1 norm it is made sure that the spectra
only differ in the shape of the SPDs.

Figure 2 shows the result for one example source,
HD 109995. The top panel shows the individual normalised
SPDs, as obtained from NGSL, MILES, Indo-US, and Stelib
spectral libraries, together with the derived mean function µ(λ),
over the wavelength interval common to all four libraries.
The central and bottom panels show the first and second
eigenfunctions, ϕ1(λ) and ϕ2(λ), respectively, derived from the
four measurements of the SPDs. Several features of this decom-
position may be noted: Both the mean function and the eigen-
functions contain considerable small-scale fluctuations in noise.
This is the result of the low level of smoothing that has been
applied before the KL decomposition. Stronger smoothing (i.e.

larger bandwidths for the data and covariance estimate local lin-
ear smoothers in the formalism by Yao et al. 2005) would have
resulted in smoother curves. However, the spectra contain ab-
sorption lines with rather narrow peaks, the representation of
which would have become worse with larger smoothing. Here,
a compromise must be found between suppression of noise and
precision of results, as the data contain true features on the same
wavelength scale as the noise. A rather conservative compromise
was chosen in this work, which means that the fine structures in
the resulting mean function and eigenfunctions should not be
interpreted. For ϕ1(λ), providing the larger contribution to the
uncertainty in the shape of the SPD, we thus find a rather sim-
ple general trend at wavelengths larger than about 410 nm. This
trend is superimposed by local zigzag patterns which coincide
with the position of absorption lines in the spectra. These pat-
terns correct for mismatches in the position of the spectral lines
between the four input SPDs, that is, the uncertainty in wave-
length calibration. At wavelengths shorter than about 410 nm,
the Balmer lines become so close that the eigenfunctions take
a very complex appearance resulting from the superposition of
the zigzag features. The general trend is also broken, indicat-
ing more complex differences between the input spectra at short
wavelengths. This reflects the difficulties of obtaining the good
spectrophotometric calibration at the very blue end of the visual
spectral range for ground-based observations. Finally, we recall
that the eigenfunctions are normalised, and the magnitude of un-
certainty in the shape of the SPD and the contributions of each
of the two eigenfunctions cannot be inferred from Fig. 2, but are
determined by the corresponding eigenvalues. These eigenvalues
are ν1 = 4.12×10−6 and ν2 = 3.23×10−6 in the example shown in
Fig. 2.

The wavelength range common to all five spectral libraries
used in this work contains the passbands BT and VT in their
entirety. These passbands, according to ESA (1997), are shown
schematically in Fig. 2 for illustration. Thus, we can use Eq. (25)
to estimate the relative errors (i.e. the square root of the variance,
divided by the photon flux) and the correlation coefficient for the
BT and VT passbands for the 13 test stars in the data set. The
results, assuming the passbands by ESA (1997), are presented
in Table 1. These numbers have to be interpreted with care, as
the data set of four measurements of each SPD is rather small,
and some spectra show significant deviations from the remaining
three spectra for the same source, that is, some kind of outlier be-
haviour. The mean and median error of the BT and VT passbands
derived from the small set of test sources is also presented in
Table 1. Both are of the order of a few percent. The estimated
uncertainty for the BT passband is rather high though, and not
in agreement with the lower level of residuals found in the BT
passband determination described in Sect. 6.2. A reason for this
might be the different qualities of the spectrophotometric mea-
surements that enter into the error estimation. The NGSL spec-
tra, exclusively used for the passband determination, are taken
from space without the disturbing effects of the atmosphere,
and therefore may have a higher precision than those esti-
mated from a set of SPD measurements containing ground-based
observations.

The variations observed between the SPDs of the same
star are mostly a simple trend with wavelength (cf. the first
eigenfunction, ϕ1(λ), shown in the example in Fig. 2), and there-
fore affects the VT passbands, located around the centre of the
wavelength interval considered, less than the BT passband. The
uncertainties found for this passband, and listed in Table 1, are
consequently lower, and in better agreement with the residuals
found in the determination of the VT passband. Taking the lower
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errors of the VT passband, we still obtain errors introduced by
the uncertainty in the shape of the SPD which are not negligible
compared to the uncertainties in the observed photometry. These
errors also show a strong correlation between different passbands
for the same SPD. We therefore have to assume that not only
the uncertainty in the absolute flux level of the SPDs, but also
the uncertainty in the shape of the SPDs, is relevant in passband
determinations from high-precision photometric measurements.

5.5. Mathematical treatment of errors

With results from the discussion of the errors on the absolute flux
level and errors on the shape of the SPD, we are in a position where
the solution for the passband, by solving Eq. (11), is strongly af-
fected by noise on the matrix elements resulting from uncertain-
ties in the shape of the SPDs used in the calibration process, and
not only on noise on the vector elements on the right-hand side, as
typically assumed in the solution of linear equations. Suitable for-
malisms and algorithms for handling such situations are available,
for example, the element-wise weighted least squared (EWLS)
approach by Markovsky et al. (2006). The stringent use of such
approaches however requires a reliable quantitative knowledge of
the KL decomposition of the SPDs for all calibration stars used.
This knowledge is not available, as there are rarely many inde-
pendent measurements of the SED of the same source published,
which could serve as a basis for reliably estimating the uncertainty
in the shape of the SPD. We are therefore not able to provide a
stringent treatment of the uncertainties in the computations of the
passbands. As a simple test, we selected the HIPPARCOS data set,
which has the lowest errors on the observed photometry, and com-
puted the passband solution from Eq. (11) using the EWLS for-
malism. We then compared the result with the solution obtained
with the ordinary least squares approach. For the error on the ma-
trix elements, we were assuming a relative error of 3%, maximally
correlated within each row of the matrix A in Eq. (11), and un-
correlated between columns of A, and p. The result agreed well
within the formal errors of the ordinary least squares result, the
dominant effect of the errors on A being a shift in the residuals of
about 1 milli-magnitude.

We may thus use the standard least squares solution to
Eq. (11) as a good approximation. We should however keep in
mind that the level of residuals in reproducing the observed pho-
tometric data will not be determined only by the uncertainty on
the photometric data, but also by the uncertainty in the shape of
the SPDs used in the calibration process. When different pass-
bands are determined from the SPDs of the same calibration
stars, we should furthermore expect correlations between the
residuals for the individual passbands.

6. Passbands for Hipparcos, Tycho, and Gaia DR1

Equipped with the formalism lined out so far, we now determine
the passbands for Hp, BT , VT , and G. In all cases, we determine
the parallel component of the passband from solving Eq. (11),
and then using the described techniques to estimate the orthog-
onal component of the passband such that the solution approxi-
mates an initial passband guess.

The parallel and orthogonal components of the passbands de-
rived in this work and discussed in this section are listed as a
function of wavelength in Table 2.

6.1. HIPPARCOS passband

The HIPPARCOS passband has been derived from 206 NGSL
spectra. After deriving p‖ from the solution of Eq. (11), the

Fig. 2. Example for the estimation of the uncertainty in SPD shape for
star HD 109995. Top panel: l1-normalised SPDs from four different li-
braries, plus the derived mean SPD, µ(λ). The passbands for BT and
VT according to ESA (1997) are shown schematically for comparison.
Central and bottom panels: first and second eigenfunctions, ϕ1(λ) and
ϕ2(λ), derived from the four spectra of HD 109995.

Table 1. Relative errors on the photon counting rates (inh) in the nom-
inal BT and VT passbands, and the corresponding correlation coefficient
ρ, for the 13 stars with four independent determinations of the SPDs per
star.

Star ID Spectral Relative error ρ
HD HIP type BT VT

2857 2515 A2 7.9 16.7 −0.25
25329 18915 K1V 100.1 4.3 0.92
28978 21295 A2Vs 76.8 25.3 −0.92
37828 26740 K0 24.2 16.3 0.999
45282 30668 G0 71.0 17.7 0.98
58551 36152 F6V 26.6 10.2 −0.64
94028 53070 F4V 24.7 25.1 0.72
105546 59239 G2IIIm 172.8 43.0 0.85
106038 59490 F6V–VI 179.3 28.0 0.94
109995 61696 A0p 25.9 7.2 −0.50
148513 80693 K4IIIp 43.0 16.8 0.89
175305 92167 G5III 340.5 33.2 0.37
175640 92963 B9III 34.5 15.0 −0.59

Mean 86.7 19.9
Median 43.0 16.8

Notes. The spectral types are taken from the HIPPARCOS catalogue.

random sampling approach was used to find a passband solu-
tion close to the passband as provided by ESA (1997) as the
initial guess, pini. A polynomial of degree 3 for the modification
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Fig. 3. Passband solution for Hp. Upper panel: parallel and estimated
orthogonal components, p‖ and p⊥, shown as red and blue curve, re-
spectively. The thick solid line is the sum p. The dashed line shows
the initial passband pini, which was used for estimating the orthog-
onal component. Middle and lower panels: relative flux residuals of
the calibration stars vs. HIPPARCOS magnitude and vs. Johnson B − V
colour, respectively. The highlighted areas indicate a range of one
standard variations.

of pini was employed. The result is shown in Fig. 3. The upper
panel in this figure shows the parallel and estimated orthogo-
nal component, together with the sum of both components. The
passband by ESA (1997) is shown as the dashed line for com-
parison. A significant difference with respect to the ESA (1997)
passband can be seen, as reported before (Bessell & Murphy
2012). The lower two panels in Fig. 3 show the relative flux
residuals (defined as observed minus calculated over observed
flux) as a function of the HIPPARCOS magnitude and Johnson
B − V colour for the 206 calibration sources, respectively. No
systematic trends with magnitude or colour can be observed.
The standard deviation, indicated by the highlighted regions in
Fig. 3, is 1.85%.

To illustrate the uncertainty introduced by the unconstrained
orthogonal component, Fig. 4 shows three solutions for the
HIPPARCOS passband in comparison. All three components have
the same parallel component, and only differ in p⊥. Thus, they
result in essentially the same relative residuals for the 206 cal-
ibration sources, as shown in the lower three panels of Fig. 4.
Solution A in this figure is the passband selected as the “pre-
ferred” solution and shown in Fig. 3. Passband B is relatively
similar to solution A, derived from slightly shifting pini in the
wavelength axis. Solution C has been chosen to be very different
from solution A by making use of the null space approach, with
one degree of freedom. Although all three solutions are indistin-
guishable from the set of calibration spectra used, a solution so

Fig. 4. Comparison of three (of the infinitely many) possible passband
solutions for HIPPARCOS. The black curve (A) in the upper panel is the
same as in Fig. 3. Three lower panels: relative flux residuals for the
three curves (A, B, C) vs. Johnson B − V colour.

grotesque as solution C may safely be rejected based on the a
priori knowledge on the passband. Solutions A and B however
are already similar enough to make a decision about which one
is closer to the true passband difficult. The implications of the
fundamental ignorance about the correct orthogonal component
is discussed in more detail in Sect. 8.

6.2. Tycho BT passband

The BT passband has been determined from 210 NGSL spectra.
As for HIPPARCOS, the solution of Eq. (11) for the parallel com-
ponent was modified, using the random sampling approach and
a polynomial of degree 3. As the target passband pini, the pass-
band by ESA (1997) for BT was used. In this case, a solution very
close to the one by ESA (1997) was found. The passband with its
parallel and orthogonal components and the relative residuals vs.
BT magnitude and B − V colour are shown in Fig. 5. Again, no
trend in residuals with magnitude and colour is visible. As com-
pared to the case of the Hp passband, an increase in the residuals
with increasing magnitude can be observed. This effect can be
understood by the larger random error on the observed fluxes
of the calibration stars, as compared to the HIPPARCOS case. For
faint stars, this random error becomes dominant over the uncer-
tainty in the NGSL spectra, causing the increase in residuals. The
standard deviation of the relative flux residuals is 2.70%.

6.3. Tycho VT passband

The VT passband has been derived analogously to BT from
210 NGSL spectra, with the only difference being the use of a
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 3, but for BT .

polynomial of degree 2 for the modification of the passband by
ESA (1997). Again, a solution very close to the passband by
ESA (1997) was found, only being slightly lower at longer wave-
lengths. The passband solution with the parallel and orthogonal
component and the relative residuals are presented in Fig. 6. No
trends in residuals with magnitude and colour are visible. The
increase in residuals with increasing magnitude, like in the case
of BT , is present for VT as well. The standard deviation of the
relative flux residuals is 2.56%.

6.4. Gaia DR1 G passband

A set of 124 NGSL spectra was used here for deriving the
passband of Gaia DR1 G. The procedure applied for G dif-
fers somewhat from the cases of the other passbands. The
nominal G passband (Jordi et al. 2010) was used for pini. No
solution close to the nominal passband could be found in the
random sampling approach, indicating a significant difference
between the nominal and the actual G passband. Such a difference
is consistent with a wavelength dependency of contamination ef-
fects reported to affect the Gaia photometry (Gaia Collaboration
2016b). The transmission loss due to contamination is colour de-
pendent, indicating a larger loss at shorter wavelengths (see Gaia
DR1 online documentation2). As the preferred solution for the
G passband we therefore decided to use one that differs from the
nominal passband mainly at short wavelengths. Thus, we used
the solution for the parallel component of the passband obtained
from Eq. (11), and employed the null space approach to find a
solution for the passband with most deviations from the nominal

2 https://gaia.esac.esa.int/documentation/GDR1/index.
html

Fig. 6. As Fig. 3, but for VT .

passband at short wavelengths. A polynomial of degree 3 with
one degree of freedom was used in this process. The passband
solution, with the parallel and orthogonal components, and the
relative residuals, are shown in Fig. 7.

Regarding the magnitude dependency of the residuals, we
observed a very strong systematic deviation in the residuals,
for sources brighter than about 5.9 magnitudes in G, as previ-
ously reported by Maíz Apellániz (2017). The residuals for these
sources are shown as open symbols in the central panel of Fig. 7,
and these sources have been excluded from the passband deter-
mination. The onset of the strong trend at about 5.9 mag is prob-
ably caused by saturation effects in the Gaia photometry.

Even after excluding the flawed bright sources from the pass-
band determination, a tentative slight magnitude dependency
of the residuals may be present. The trend is indicated by the
dashed line in the central panel of Fig. 7, representing a linear
fit to the relative residuals. This trend, amounting to roughly
0.7% per magnitude drift, however remains close to the limit
of accuracy reached within this work. An increase in the scat-
ter of the residuals with increasing magnitude is absent for G,
indicating a lower random error on the observed fluxes than
for BT and VT . The standard deviation of the relative residuals
is 2.29%.

6.5. Relations between passbands

As discussed in Sect. 5, we expect the residuals in synthetic pho-
tometry to be dominated by the uncertainty in the SPDs used for
the calibration of the passbands. As there is a large overlap be-
tween the sets of calibration sources for the four different pass-
bands, we see a strong correlation between their residuals. This
is illustrated for two examples in Fig. 8, showing the residuals
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Fig. 7. As Fig. 3, but for G. The open symbols in the central panel
are for the calibration stars brighter than G = 5.9, which have been
excluded from the passband determination. The dashed red line shows
a possible linear trend in residuals with G magnitude.

for VT vs. the residuals for BT , and the residuals for G vs. Hp,
for the sources common to the calibration of both pairs of pass-
bands. For the case of VT vs. BT , we see a larger scatter and a
lower correlation as compared to G vs. Hp, as in the first case,
the random error on the observed photometry is still significant
compared to the error on the calibration SPDs, in particular for the
faint sources. For the G vs. Hp case, the scatter is smaller and the
correlation is larger. For the photometry of HIPPARCOS and Gaia,
the errors in the calibration SPDs dominate the residuals.

The domination of the error on the calibration SPDs makes
it, strictly speaking, necessary not only to minimise the norm of
the residual vector on the photometry, that is, c in Eq. (11), but
also the norm of the residuals of the matrix A. As a stringent
treatment of this problem requires a reliable error model on A
which is, as discussed in Sect. 5, not available, we nevertheless
determine the passband by minimising the norm of the residuals
on c. We may confirm that the solution found this way is mean-
ingful by not only considering the residuals for each passband
separately, but also ensuring that the residuals of the ratios of the
fluxes between pairs of passbands are free of trend with colour.
These residuals are shown in Fig. 9 for the passbands derived in

Fig. 8. Relative flux residuals in the calibration of the VT passbands vs.
the corresponding residuals for BT (left panel), and the residuals for G
vs. the residuals for Hp (right panel), for the calibration SPDs common
to the two cases.

this work. In general, the residuals in the ratios show no depen-
dency on the ratio of fluxes, indicating that the passbands found
do not only provide a good reproduction of the observed fluxes,
but also of the observed colours. Only in the case of BT /Hp
might a slight systematic increase of the residuals in the range
of ratios between 0.7 and 1.2 be detected. In particular, for the
case of Hp/G, where the errors on the observed photometry play
the least role, the influence of the correlation of the errors can be
seen by the reduction of the relative error on the ratio of fluxes,
as compared to the relative errors on the fluxes individually (cf.
Figs. 3 and 7).

7. Comparison with other results

In this section, we compare the passband solutions obtained in
this work with previously published passbands for Hp, BT , VT ,
and G. For the HIPPARCOS and Tycho passbands, we compare our
solutions with the solutions provided by ESA (1997), Bessell
(2000), and Bessell & Murphy (2012). For the Gaia G pass-
band, we compare with the nominal pre-launch Gaia passband
(Jordi et al. 2010) and the passband by Maíz Apellániz (2017).

Different authors have used different sets of calibration SPDs.
Bessell (2000) has used Vilnius spectra (Straizys & Sviderskiene
1972) for the passband determination, while Bessell & Murphy
(2012) have used NGSL and MILES spectra. Maíz Apellániz
(2017) has used a compilation of NGSL and CALSPEC
(Bohlin et al. 2017) spectra. Also, different selection criteria
were applied when choosing spectra for calibration, as far as
magnitudes and variability are concerned. As the shape of the
passband p is, as previously shown, subject to considerable
uncertainties due to the unconstrained orthogonal component,
we are not only comparing the passbands themselves, but also
the projection of the passbands onto the subspace spanned by the
calibration sources used in this work, that is, we are comparing
the parallel components p‖ with respect to our calibration set. In
the latter case, we are able to identify substantial differences in the
passband, instead of differences that only affect the unconstrained
component. While the differences in the passband p could be
caused by simply obtaining different estimates for the orthogonal
component p⊥ in the process of determining the passbands, there
are two effects that could cause differences in p‖. First, the set of
calibration sources used by other authors may not span the same
subspace as the calibration sources used in this work. The other
passbands are then optimised for a different subspace, and, if this
subspace does not fully contain the subspace used in this work, one
may find a suboptimal solution compared to the solution of this
work, constrained to the subspace used here. Second, the method
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Fig. 9. Relative residuals in the ratios of fluxes for the 6 combinations
of passbands vs. the observed flux ratios.

of modifying the initial passband used in previous publications
may not allow one to find the correct parallel component of the
passband. In this case, one may obtain an improved, but not
optimal, solution for the passband. Both effects may play a role
in the comparison of the results of this work with other passband
solutions.

The parallel passband components compared in this section
always refer to the normalised passbands, and the normalisation
factor of a passband depends on the sum of the parallel and the
orthogonal component. It therefore has to be kept in mind that
different scaling factors may apply to the parallel components
from different solutions for the same passband.

7.1. HIPPARCOS passband

The Hp passband of this work is compared with other passbands
in the upper panel of Fig. 10, while the corresponding parallel
components are compared in the lower panel. Clear differences
between the four different passbands can be seen. The passband
by ESA (1997) differs the most, having a much higher response
at short wavelengths. The other three passbands are more simi-
lar, the solution of this work being somewhat broader than the

Fig. 10. Upper panel: HIPPARCOS passbands from different publica-
tions. Lower panel: projection of the passbands to the subspace spanned
by the calibration sources of this work. Grey shaded regions: solu-
tion from this work. Red curves: ESA (1997). Orange curves: Bessell
(2000). Green curves: Bessell & Murphy (2012).

solutions by Bessell (2000) and Bessell & Murphy (2012). If
the passband is restricted to the parallel component, the dif-
ferences become smaller. For ESA (1997), there is still a sub-
stantial difference with respect to the other parallel components,
again showing a higher response at short wavelengths. The
parallel components of the passbands by Bessell (2000) and
Bessell & Murphy (2012) differ only slightly, although the pass-
bands are clearly different. This indicates that the change
between Bessell (2000) and Bessell & Murphy (2012) mainly af-
fects the unconstrained orthogonal component, at least as the cal-
ibration sources used in this work are concerned. Both parallel
components are also similar to the parallel component derived in
this work. For wavelengths larger than about 600 nm, the agree-
ment with the result of this work is very good. For wavelengths
between about 400 and 600 nm, however, we derive a slightly
higher response in this work.

The standard deviations of the relative flux residuals is 4.69%
for the ESA (1997) passband, 1.85% for the Bessell (2000)
passband, and 1.91% for the Bessell & Murphy (2012) passband,
as compared to 1.85% for the passband derived in this work. Thus,
the ESA (1997) passband is clearly not optimal, while the differ-
ences among the other three passbands are very small. Also, the
dependency of the residuals on colour is rather similar for the last
three passbands. They thus differ strongly in their orthogonal com-
ponents, resulting in very different shapes, but their differences in
the parallel component are sufficiently small to be within the un-
certainties introduced by the calibration data of this work.

With respect to the set of calibration sources used in
this work, the passbands by Bessell (2000), Bessell & Murphy
(2012), and this work, result in similar goodnesses-of-fit, and
are thus essentially equivalent.
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 10, but for the BT passband.

7.2. Tycho passbands

Comparisons of different solutions for the BT and VT pass-
bands are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. For BT, all the
passbands as well as their parallel components, are very sim-
ilar. At longer wavelengths, between about 450 and 500 nm,
the passband of this work has slightly lower responses than the
others, while at wavelengths around 400 nm, the solution by
Bessell & Murphy (2012) has slightly higher response than the
others. When considering the parallel component, these differ-
ences become even less prominent.

For the VT passband, we also find a lower response at long
wavelengths, while the passbands from other publications agree
very well among each other. In the parallel component, the
differences are rather small, however.

The standard deviation of the relative flux residuals for the
four compared Tycho BT passbands are 2.88% for ESA (1997)
and Bessell (2000), 2.74% for Bessell & Murphy (2012), and
2.70% for this work. For the Tycho VT passband, the val-
ues are 2.65% for ESA (1997) and Bessell (2000), 2.60% for
Bessell & Murphy (2012), as compared to 2.56% for the pass-
band of this work. Thus, we may therefore take all Tycho
passbands as essentially equivalent, as far as the subspace of L2

spanned by the calibration sources of this work is concerned.

7.3. Gaia DR1 passband

For the Gaia DR1 passband, shown in Fig. 13, we see rather
strong differences in shape between the nominal passband, the
solution by Maíz Apellániz (2017), and this work. Compar-
ing the result of this work with the pre-launch passband by
Jordi et al. (2010), we find good agreement at wavelengths larger
than about 700 nm, while at shorter wavelengths we find a lower

Fig. 12. As Fig. 10, but for the VT passband.

response. This may indicate that the response loss observed in
the Gaia observations due to contamination is indeed stronger
at short wavelengths, an assumption that has already been used
when estimating the orthogonal component of the G passband,
as mentioned in Sect. 6.4.

The parallel component of the passband by Maíz Apellániz
(2017) is very close to the parallel component of this work at
short wavelengths, but has a higher transmissivity than the result
of this work and the nominal passband at longer wavelengths.
As Maíz Apellániz (2017) uses NGSL spectra for the passband
calibration, as done in this work, one may expect both solu-
tions for the G passband to be determined on a similar subspace
of L2. However, Maíz Apellániz (2017) modifies the nominal
passband by multiplying the nominal passband with a single-
parameter power law. It may be possible that this modification
approach is not able to produce the optimal parallel component.
The obtained solution of the passband then may provide an im-
provement to the nominal passband, but the correction of the
nominal passband is overdone at large wavelengths, resulting in
response that is too high.

The standard deviations of the relative flux residuals for the
pre-launch G passband by Jordi et al. (2010) is 4.22%, as com-
pared to 2.32% for the passband by Maíz Apellániz (2017) and
2.29% for this work. The pre-launch passband estimate is thus
poor for Gaia DR1. The solution by Maíz Apellániz (2017)
and this work are again very similar in the level of accuracy
with which the photometry of the calibration sources can be
reproduced. Also the dependency of the relative flux residu-
als on colour is similar in both cases. As far as the calibration
sources are concerned, the passbands by Maíz Apellániz (2017)
and those used here are thus essentially equivalent; they differ
strongly in p⊥(λ), but the differences in p‖(λ) are within the
uncertainties.
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Fig. 13. As Fig. 10, but for Gaia DR1 passband. Grey shaded regions:
solution from this work. Red curves: Jordi et al. (2010). Orange curves:
Maíz Apellániz (2017).

8. Effects of guessing p⊥(λ)
As demonstrated in Sect. 2 and illustrated for the HIPPARCOS
passband in Sect. 6.1, a set of calibration spectra together
with corresponding photometric observations does not fully
constrain a passband. Even taking physical constraints to the
passband, that is, smoothness and non-negativity, into account,
a considerable uncertainty in the shape of the passband remains.
In practice, the uncertainty in shape has relatively little impact
on the synthetic photometry. Stellar SPDs vary in rather tight
bounds, and with a few basis functions, a large fraction of
spectra can be well represented. This may be compared to
the fact that photometric measurements in a few passbands
already allow for a meaningful stellar classification. Thus, if
the set of calibration spectra covers several spectral classes, the
resulting parallel component of the passband is sufficient for a
reliable synthetic photometry for a wide range of astronomical
objects. The uncertainty in the orthogonal component, although
allowing for visually impressive variations in the full passband,
as illustrated in Fig. 4, is of little to no relevance for the syn-
thetic photometry of these SPDs. The choice of the orthogonal
component has significant impact only for SPDs which strongly
differ from the SPDs of the set of calibration sources. Here,
strongly different means that an SPD cannot be well represented
by a linear combination of the calibration SPDs, or, stated in the
functional analytic formalism of this work, that the SPD has a
significant component outside the subspace spanned by the cal-
ibration SPDs. An example for such SPDs may be cool M-type
stars, as the Planck function and strong absorption features of
these stars make their SPDs differ very much from the SPDs of
hotter stars. At the same time, the frequent variability of M-type
stars makes it difficult to include their SPDs in a calibration
set for passband determination. Also strongly non-stellar SPDs

with large variability in shape, as is for example the case for
quasi-stellar objects, can be expected to be among the SPDs for
which the choice of the orthogonal component of the passband is
relevant.

As the only way to remove the uncertainty in the orthogonal
component is the (in practice unfeasible) extension of the set of
calibration SPDs such that all astronomical SPDs can be well ap-
proximated by a linear combination of the calibration SPDs, it is
desirable to have a measure at hand which allows to quantify the
degree to which any given SPD is sensitive to the uncertainty.
For a stringent determination of the orthogonal component of
an SPD with respect to the set of calibration sources, the ba-
sis functions used in the passband determination are required.
For practical purposes, a simpler and more convenient mea-
sure for the sensitivity of an SPD for the choice of p⊥, may be
sufficient.

As a simplified measure, we may chose the ratio between the
flux of some SPD s(λ) in the orthogonal passband component
and in the parallel passband component, that is, 〈p⊥ | s〉/〈p‖ | s〉.
This ratio is in the range [0,∞), with zero in the case that the flux
in the orthogonal component is zero, and all synthetic photome-
try arises from the parallel component, and infinity in the reverse
case. We may obtain a somewhat more convenient range and a
more intuitive interpretation if we slightly modify the measure
by dividing the fluxes by the l2-norm of p⊥ and p‖, respectively,
and taking the inverse tangents of the resulting quantity. If we
name the result γ, we have

γ = atan
( ∣∣∣∣∣∣ 〈p⊥|s〉||p⊥||2

||p‖||2
〈p‖|s〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
)
. (26)

The l2-norm of some function p is simply ||p||2 =
√
〈p|p〉. As

the terms 〈p⊥|s〉||p⊥||−1
2 and 〈p‖|s〉||p‖||−1

2 are the projections of
the SPD s(λ) onto unit vectors in the directions of the orthogonal
and parallel passband components, respectively, the inverse tan-
gent of the ratio of these two quantities is the angle between the
SPD s(λ) and the parallel component of the passband, measured
in the plane spanned by p⊥ and p‖, and in the range [0o, 90o]. We
are not interested in the orientation of the projection, so we intro-
duce the absolute value in the argument of the inverse tangent in
Eq. (26). Thus, we obtain a simple graphical interpretation of the
quantity γ. If, for some SPD, γ = 0, it is aligned with the paral-
lel component of the passband, and the guess for the orthogonal
component is irrelevant for that SPD. If the angle γ increases,
the SPD turns away from the parallel component, and the or-
thogonal component contributes more and more to the synthetic
photometry. For γ = 90o, the SPD is aligned with the orthogonal
component, and the synthetic photometry depends entirely on
the guessed function p⊥, and not at all on the constrained func-
tion p‖. It has to be kept in mind that the angle γ is measured
inside the plane spanned by p⊥ and p‖, and thus depends on the
estimate of p⊥ itself. If however the orthogonal component is not
completely inaccurate, a case which the a-priori knowledge and
the physical constraints on the passband shall prevent, in prac-
tice the quantity γ may be sufficient to estimate the degree to
which a given SPD is sensitive to the unconstrained part of a
passband. What is required for the computation of γ is the par-
allel and orthogonal components of the passband, and their l2
norms, which are listed in Table 3 for the four passbands pro-
vided in this work. With these two components at hand, one can
compute the synthetic photometry for an SPD by solving two
integrals instead of one (i.e. using Eq. (14)), and, by doing so,
obtaining γ.
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To illustrate the effects of the choice of p⊥ and the usage of γ,
we produce an example based on a set of synthetic stellar spectra,
namely the set of 3727 spectra by Coelho (2014). These synthetic
stellar spectrawithahighspectral resolutioncovera rangeofeffec-
tive temperatures from3000Kto26 000K,with log(g) in the range
of −0.5–5.5, and with different chemical mixtures. We compute
the Hp magnitudes from these spectra using two solutions for the
HIPPARCOS passband which differ only in the choice of p⊥. The two
Hp passbands are our preferred passband solution shown in Fig. 3
and as passband A in Fig. 4, and the similar passband B as shown in
Fig. 4. The difference between the magnitudes resulting from both
HIPPARCOS passbands for each spectrum, HB

p − HA
p , illustrates the

influence of the choice of the passband component orthogonal to
thesetofcalibrationspectra.InFig.14,theangleγ isplottedagainst
thedifference HB

p −HA
p for all synthetic spectra in the setbyCoelho

(2014). The value ofγ is computed for both the Hp solutions A and
B to illustrate the dependency on the choice of p⊥. The difference
in calculated magnitudes correlates strongly with the value for γ.
For the majority of the synthetic spectra, the difference HB

p −HA
p is

essentiallynegligible.Thevaluesof theangleγareclose tozerofor
these sources. For some synthetic spectra, there is however a clear
and systematic increase in HB

p − HA
p , which is associated with an

increase ofγ. These sources are the spectra with effective tempera-
tures at the lower end of the range covered, as can be seen from the
inset inFig.14,displayingtherelationshipbetweenγandtheeffec-
tive temperature. Thus, SPDs from Coelho (2014) corresponding
to effective temperatures larger than about 4000 K up to the limit
of 26 000 K are well represented by the set of NGSL spectra used
to calibrate the HIPPARCOS passband. Their computed magnitudes
depend essentially on the parallel component of the Hp passband,
andare therefore insensitive to theestimateused for theorthogonal
component. Their corresponding γ angles are consequently rather
small. For SPDs corresponding to effective temperatures less than
about 4000 K, no good approximation by the set of NGSL spectra
is possible. These SPDs have a significant component orthogonal
to all calibration SPDs, and their calculated magnitudes depend on
the choice of p⊥. The angle γ increases for these SPDs, reaching
values over 80o in the extreme cases. For these SPDs, the calcu-
lated magnitudes are dominated by the estimated component p⊥,
and not by the constrained parallel component p‖. Changing p⊥
therefore results in a systematic shift in the magnitude predicted
from the passband. In the example shown in Fig. 14, the difference
in the two Hp passbands amounts to a shift up to about 80 mmag
for the coolest sources. It should noted that the value of this differ-
ence depends on the choices of the passband solutions compared,
and the SPDs considered, and therefore does not allow for any
generalisations.

The general behaviour of γ with the shift in magnitude is the
same if γ is computed from solution A or solution B. The angle
γ may thus be used to quantify the degree to which a given SPD
is sensitive to systematic errors introduced by the uncertainty re-
lated to p⊥. It does not however provide any information on if or
by how much the calculated magnitude for the SPD differs from
the true value. The actual systematic error depends on the differ-
ence between the estimated and the true p⊥, while the latter is in
principle unknown in a situation that requires a passband calibra-
tion. Nevertheless, γ may be a useful indicator for the reliability
of synthetic photometry. A small value of a few degrees or less
indicates that the calculated magnitude relies on the well-known
component of the passband, while a large value of γ indicates a
strong dependency on the guess for p⊥. When discussing results
based on synthetic photometry associated with large values of
γ, possible systematic effects due to passband uncertainties must
therefore be taken into account.

Fig. 14. Angle γ vs. difference in magnitude between the HIPPARCOS
passbands A and B for the stellar spectra by Coelho (2014). Black dots
are γ values computed with passband A, orange dots computed with
passband B. The inset shows γ vs. the effective temperature of the star.

9. Zero points

We compute the zero points (zp) for the passbands derived in
this work in the VEGAMAG system, that is, we apply Eq. (1),
with

zp = 0.03 + 2.5 log10

(
c̄αLyr

)
. (27)

Here, c̄αLyr denotes the photometry of Vega in the passband con-
sidered, and the value of 0.03 corresponds to the implicated
assumption of V= 0.03 (Jordi et al. 2010). We computed c̄αLyr
using the CALSPEC spectrum alpha_lyr_stis_008 for the
SED of Vega.

We note that the zero point for the Gaia G passband applies
to the published DR1 electron counts in electrons per second
(Carrasco et al. 2016), recorded within the Gaia telescope aper-
ture of 0.7278 m2 (Gaia Collaboration 2016b), and not within
the normal area of 1 m2.

We also compute the zero points in the AB magnitude sys-
tem, where the zero point is given by

zp = 2.5 log10 (c̄J) , (28)

with c̄J the number of photons detected in the passband for an
SED with 3631 Jy at all frequencies (Oke & Gunn 1983).

The computed zero points for the four passbands considered
in this work are listed in Table 3, together with the mean wave-
lengths λm of the passbands,

λm ≡

∫ λ1

λ0
λ · p(λ) dλ∫ λ1

λ0
p(λ) dλ

, (29)

and the pivot wavelengths λp (Koornneef et al. 1986),

λp ≡

√√√√√ ∫ λ1

λ0
λ · p(λ) dλ∫ λ1

λ0
λ−1 · p(λ) dλ

. (30)

The zero points in Table 3 are valid for passbands nor-
malised to a maximum value of one. For G, this zero point
is 0.351 magnitudes larger than the one for the unnormalised
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Table 3. Mean wavelength λm, the pivot wavelength λp, the zero points
in the VEGAMAG and the AB photometric systems, and the l2-norms
of the parallel and the orthogonal components for the four passbands
described in this work.

Parameter G Hp BT VT

λm [nm] 661.25 540.19 419.68 529.68
λp [nm] 646.78 532.74 418.91 528.34
zp [VEGA] 25.853 26.006 24.996 25.040
zp [AB] 25.974 25.975 24.905 25.000
||p‖||2 16.8179 13.0333 7.0095 7.8246
||p⊥||2 4.3186 2.0731 1.9359 3.1433

passband. As for the G passband, a tentative dependency of the
residuals on G magnitude has been observed in this work, we
shall note that the zero point for G is valid for a magnitude of
G = 8.

For the reference SPDs in both photometric systems, the
VEGAMAG and the AB, we can compute the angle γ to esti-
mate the influence of the choice of the orthogonal component
of the passband on the zero points. For the case of Vega, we
obtain values of 1 degree or less for all four passbands, indicat-
ing that the SPD of Vega is well represented by the calibration
sources used in this work, and consequently that the zero points
are hardly affected by the choice of p⊥(λ). For the AB system, γ
is below 1.1 degrees for Hp, BT , and VT , indicating little influ-
ence of the choice of p⊥(λ). Only for the G passband, γ reaches
7o, indicating a sensitivity of the zero point on the choice of
p⊥(λ).

Although a reliable computation of the zero points is possi-
ble as far as the choice of the calibration sources is concerned,
we nevertheless introduce a dependency on the orthogonal com-
ponent by the normalisation of the passbands. We follow the
convention of presenting passbands normalised to the maximum
value in this work, and the normalisation factor depends on the
full passband p, not on the parallel component p‖ only. Thus,
different choices for p⊥ may result in different numerical values
for the zero points.

10. Influence of wavelength resolution

Up to now, we have considered the SPD s(λ), without taking
into account that any SPD is known to us only with a certain
wavelength resolution. Thus, if s′(λ) is the “true” SPD, that is,
the SPD a hypothetical instrument with infinite spectral resolv-
ing power would observe, we only have available the SPD with
a finite spectral resolution. Both are related via a variable kernel
convolution, that is,

s(λ) =

∞∫
0

L(λ, λ′) · s′(λ′) dλ′. (31)

Here, L(λ, λ′) is a line spread function, fulfilling the normalisa-
tion

∞∫
0

L(λ, λ′) dλ′ = 1. (32)

If L does not change with wavelength λ, but its value only de-
pends on the difference in wavelengths λ and λ′, one may write
L(λ, λ′) ≡ L(λ − λ′), which turns the problem into a normal

convolution problem. For the synthetic photometry, computed
from the finite-resolution SPD, we thus obtain

c =

λ1∫
λ0

p(λ)

∞∫
0

L(λ, λ′) · s′(λ′) dλ′ dλ, (33)

=

∞∫
0

s′(λ′)

λ1∫
λ0

p(λ) · L(λ, λ′) dλ dλ′. (34)

Thus, we obtain a good approximation of the synthetic photom-
etry with a finite-resolution SPD, that is,

〈p|s〉 ≈ 〈p|s′〉, (35)

if the approximation

λ1∫
λ0

p(λ) · L(λ, λ′) dλ ≈ p(λ′), (36)

is valid. The line spread function L has to be sufficiently narrow
compared to the wavelength-dependent structures in the pass-
band p(λ) to be negligible. For a typical passband, this condition
is easily met, as passbands tend to be rather smooth functions in
wavelength. If the passband is separated into a parallel and an
orthogonal component, as done in this work, both components
will however not be smooth in wavelength anymore. The con-
dition specified by Eq. (36) in this case has to be fulfilled for
both the parallel and the orthogonal components individually.
One must therefore make sure that the SPD for which the syn-
thetic photometry is to be computed has a significantly higher
spectral resolution than p‖(λ) or p⊥(λ). For the results presented
in this work, the spectral resolving power ranges up to approxi-
mately 1000. If the wavelength resolution of an SPD for which
synthetic photometry is to be computed is lower than 1000, no
accurate computation of the parallel and orthogonal contribu-
tion of the passband is possible, and only the full passband p(λ)
should be used.

11. Summary and discussion

We have discussed the problem of deriving a passband from
photometric measurements and SPDs of a set of calibration
sources. It was demonstrated that this problem has no unique
solution. The shape of the passband remains widely uncon-
strained, with the uncertainty depending on the set of calibra-
tion SPDs. The passband can however be described by a sum
of two components. One of these components (denoted the
parallel component) is uniquely determined by the set of cali-
bration SPDs. It can be determined by solving a system of lin-
ear equations. The other component (denoted the orthogonal
component) is fully unconstrained and has to be estimated.
Methods for deriving an estimate that satisfies the physical con-
straints on the passband (i.e., smoothness and non-negativity)
and that includes a priori knowledge on the passband (e.g.
previous laboratory measurements or simulations) has been
presented.

The approach to passband determination as outlined in this
work provides two advantages as compared to the previously
used technique of modifying an initial passband guess until
good agreement between observed and synthetical photometry
is achieved. First, by formulating the intrinsically linear prob-
lem of passband determination as a set of linear equations,
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it can be ensured that the optimal solution for the passband
(with respect to the set of calibration sources) is actually found.
If an initial passband guess is modified in some way, with-
out knowledge on the constrained component, it is a priori
impossible to know whether the choice for the modification
method is actually able to represent a passband containing
the optimal solution. If this is not possible, one may end the
process of passband determination with a sub-optimal solu-
tion without noticing. Second, the approach outlined in this
work separates the constrained and the unconstrained elements
in the process of passband determination. This allows us to
identify SPDs for which the synthetic photometry depends sig-
nificantly on the unconstrained component of the passband,
and which thus are subject to systematic uncertainties. If the
passband is determined by the simpler modification of the ini-
tial passband guess only, then, even if the solution represents
the constrained component correctly, it is still impossible to
identify SPDs affected by the systematic uncertainty resulting
from the guess on p⊥(λ) that is made only implicitly in this
approach.

Based on the findings of this work, a quantitative strategy for
the selection of calibration sources for passband determination
can be selected. Calibration sources are optimally selected such
that the SPDs that are of scientific priority can be well expressed
by a linear combination of the SPDs of the calibration sources.
Such a selection minimises the dependency of the synthetic pho-
tometry of SPDs of interest on the unconstrained parallel com-
ponent of the passband.

It should be stressed that including more calibration sources
of the same spectral type can improve the determination of the
parallel component of the passband, but it cannot compensate
for the lack of calibration sources with SPDs which are not
linear combinations of the SPDs of the already used calibra-
tion sources. Only the use of additional calibration sources with
SPDs which increase the dimensionality of the sub-space of L2

spanned by the SPDs of calibration sources can reduce the de-
generacy in passband determination. An example for this prob-
lem is the discussed case of M-type stars. Calibration sources of
M-type are required to achieve a reliable synthetic photometry
of such cool objects.

In practice, the criterion for optimal choice of the calibra-
tion sources can hardly be fulfilled completely. It is therefore
of interest to provide a simple measure on how sensitive the syn-
thetic photometry of some SPD is to the estimation of the uncon-
strained component. To provide a simple indicator, we propose
to not only use the solution for the passband, but both the parallel
and orthogonal components of the passband. A simple measure,
such as the angle γ, can then be obtained which indicates the
relevance of the parallel component for any SPD.

We furthermore demonstrated that for photometric
measurements of high precision, such as HIPPARCOS or Gaia,
the uncertainty in the SPDs of the calibration stars dominates
the uncertainty in the passband. The uncertainty in the SPDs
includes also uncertainties in their shape, which may not be
negligible compared to the uncertainty in absolute flux level.
We suggest quantifying the uncertainty in shape by applying a
functional principal component analysis to a number of different
measurements of an SPD. By doing so, the SPD can be repre-
sented by a mean function, and the uncertainties on that mean
curve by a small number of functions, weighted by uncorrelated
random numbers. This representation is compact and can be

included easily in error propagation. However, we found that the
currently available information on the uncertainties in the
shape of SPDs is not sufficient to perform a stringent error
computation in this work.

We applied the methods developed in this work to the pass-
bands of HIPPARCOS, Tycho, and Gaia DR1. We found equivalent
(for Hp) or slightly better (for BT , VT , and G) passband solu-
tions as compared to previous publications, as far as the level
of relative flux residuals of the calibration sources used in this
work is concerned. The differences in the level of relative flux
residuals between the passbands derived in this work and other
publications however are, with the exception of the Hp passband
by ESA (1997) and the pre-launch estimate for the G passband,
so small, that they lie within the limits of uncertainty introduced
by the calibration sources of this work.
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